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"Even reluctant readers (let alone closet classicists) will be drawn to pore over these entrancing

pages. -School Library JournalGreek myths are among the most exciting stories ever told. In this

collection, Marcia Williams offers a fun but faithful retelling of eight myths using simple language

and her signature comic-strip format. Panels and spreads brimming with color, decorative detail,

and nonstop action make each tale a pleasure to look at, and speech bubbles add modern humor.

This indispensable collection is the perfect way to introduce young readers to the power of myth.
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Does your child look at you blankly when you mention "Pandora's Box"? Do they think that

"Hercules" is a Disney-originated character? Even the most stubborn young reader will get a kick

out of this comic book version of some of the Greek myths, and you will too when you read the

hilarious little speech boxes of the cartoon drawings.This book introduces the following myths in a

very basic bare-bones format, but without sparing the gory bits:Pandora's Box - starring

Prometheus, Zeus, Epimetheus and PandoraArion and the Dolphins - starring Periander and Arion,

with a cast of a couple dozen extras and some dolphinsOrpheus and Eurydice - otherwise known as

"Don't Look Back", featuring Orpheus and Eurydice of course, plus Charon, Cerberus, Pluto and

PersephoneThe Twelve tasks of Heracles (also known as Hercules) - this story also has Hera,



Eurystheus, some s, and a lot of beasts and monsters. Some animals were reportedly injured during

the making of this story.Daedalus and Icarus - also with Athene and King MinosPerseus and the

Gorgon's Head - Acrisius, Danae, Perseus, Dictys, Polydectes, Athene, Hermes, plus the all-girl

groups of Gorgons, Grey Ones and Ocean Nymphs.Theseus and the Minotaur - King Minos,

Theseus, Aegeus, Ariadne, and a Minotaur in a labyrinthArachne versus Athene - A weave-off to

end all weave-offsIllustrated in vivid color and injected with humor, this book may not have all the

myths, but will be enough to develop your child's interest in mythology. You can also make a note to

try the Percy Jackson and the Olympians series (young adult fiction), which also introduces Greek

mythology.Amanda Richards, July 2, 2006

When I first saw this book, before giving it to my son, I didn't think he would care for the format of it.

Boy, was I wrong. I guess 5 year old boys have different tastes than their moms. We had to read

this every night for months! Some of the comic strips are kind of gross, but of course, he loved that

too. If your child is interested in Hercules, he or she will probably LOVE learning about all the other

heroes (and villains) in Greek mythology. I highly recommend this book.

Reason for Reading: All my readers should know by now that mythology is a favourite subject of

mine, especially Greek. Plus I had also read Williams' first Shakespeare book ages ago when it first

came out so knew what to expect.An absolutely beautiful oversized book, graphically designed to

be aesthetically pleasing. The author/illustrator often takes a week per single page to design the

gorgeous artwork. Each page is rimmed in a thematic border pertinent to that part of the story. The

book includes 8 common Greek myths (though one was new to me, or at least far back in my

memory banks) and sets them up in comic strip fashion rather than more common comic

book/graphic novel format. Each page flows in lines of the comic strip with a written narrative

underneath each strip and within the frames bubbles are used to emphasize the story and generally

add silly humour to the character's reactions to what is going on around them.While the stories are

brief, they tend to stick to the major details of the original myths, the basic plot lines are there and

the important themes are kept in play. The violence is there though only shown with a drip of blood

here and there and obviously dead bodies; this may be an issue with some parents. I found it all in

good taste at this level as long as your goal is not to hide death and violence. The story that may

have been new to me as I didn't really recall it was "Arion and the Dolphin". The others are very

popular: Pandora, Orpheus/Eurydice, Heracles 12 Tasks, Daedalus/Icarus, Medusa, the Minotaur

and finally the story of Arachne.A great read, thoroughly hilarious, but keeps the original themes of



the myths themselves. Wonderful art and a great way to introduce children to the myths, exciting

reading for older reluctant readers and a fun way for adult classicists to see the tales told in a new

light.

My almost-[...] boys love to pore over the illustrations in this book and seem never to tire of it -- often

bringing it along in the car with them. They love to hear the stories and giggle over the often

humorous way they are portrayed. It is in comic book format, and though it often abbreviates the

story, gets the children interested in and familiar with the Greek Myths. The reading level is still a bit

beyond my boys' at first grade. This book was such a great one that I have also purchased Williams'

books on Robin Hood and Shakespeare among others.

My daughter is 10, and loves this book. Her Grandmother gave it to her when she was about 5. She

reads it with her Grandmother whenever possible. I notice it has helped with her reading a great

deal. She will "act" out the characters while they read and gets very into the stories. Her favorite is

Pandora's Box. The stories are a great educational tool, she is learning lessons and doesn't even

realize it. She will ask questions and want to know more about different subjects brought up in the

stories. I recommend this book highly!
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